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Product Description

The service I am going to provide to
make extra income in 5th year is a
personal betting service. I am going by
the principle of “the bookie always wins”
in seeing the potential of a substantial
profit. I am going to provide the service
in school among students and also
outside of school. I am going to provide
the same odds as bookmakers in town,
but it will be easier for students to bet
with someone close-by rather than
having to travel to a bookmakers. I also
believe that the personal relationship
between myself and students will give a
sense of trust. I am going to offer odds
over a  wide range of sports including
soccer, gaelic, hurling, rugby, golf, etc.



Location

I am going to provide this service in
school among students and also friends
and family outside of school. I will let
the students and others come to me and
ask about bets and I will also provide my
number to people. Although, this service
will require me to make constant trips or
calls to bookmakers across town to
enquire about odds.

Target Market

There is a great advantage in this service
in that it targets people interested in
sports. As a keen sportsman myself I
know quite a lot of people involved in
various sports. I may also provide other
eccentric bets other than sport along the
line. In school the target market would
range from 13-18 year olds. Outside of
school the target market would range
throughout the majority. 



Pricing

As it is a betting service I am providing,
there is no fixed price to bets,  but seeing
as it is students as young as 13 I will be
dealing with, I may put in place a
maximum bet of €20 for those under 16
years of age.

Profitability

Going by the “bookies always wins”
principle there is the potential of a major
profit. For example if you take a 5 horse
race, 1 wins while four lose. The
favourite is most likely to win, with the
lowest odds, therefore less prize money
will have to be paid out. 4 will lose
therefore going on averages the
bookmaker is likely to make a profit. I
will need to provide a capital of a few
hundred euro at first for security incase I
lose a substantial amount in the first few
weeks of bets. When the business gets up
and running and popular among students
I believe it has the potential of providing
a substantial profit.



Competition

Although there are several bookmakers
around town, I believe my service will be
successful. Most public bookmakers do
not accept bets from those under 18
years of age so this is an advantage.
Also with personal contacts I believe
people will feel secure with placing bets
with me. I will have to send out cards
with the details of my service and a
phone number to publicize it. Although
there is competition, I believe I can make
this service successful.


